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Budgets are seen as having five main benefits to the business



Promote forwardthinking and identification of short-term problems



Budgets



Help co-ordinate the various sections of the business



Motivate managers to better performance



Provide a basis for a system of control



Provide a system of authorisation



The planning and control process Identify business objectives



Consider options



Evaluate options and make a selection



Prepare long-term plans (long-term budgets) Prepare budgets (short-term) Perform and collect information on actual performance Analyse variances Respond to variances and exercise control



Revise plans (and budgets) if necessary
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Fixed vs Rolling budgets Fixed budget covers a specific time frame – usually one fiscal year. At the end of the year, a new budget is prepared for the following year. A fixed budget may be reviewed at regular intervals – perhaps quarterly – so that adjustments and corrections can be made if needed, but the basic budget remains the same throughout the period. In an effort to address the problems of timeliness and rigidity in a fixed budget, some firms, particularly those in rapid changing industries, have adopted a rolling project. A rolling budget is a plan that is continually updated so that the time frame remains stable while the actual period covered by the budget changes. For example, as each month passes, the one year rolling budget is extended by one month, so that there is always a one-year budget in place. The advantage of a rolling budget is that managers have to rethink the process and make changes each month/each period. The result is usually a more accurate and up-to-date budget incorporating the most current information.



Incremental vs Zero-based budgeting Incremental budgeting extrapolates from historical figures. Managers use previous period’s budget and actual results as well as expectations for the future in determining the budget for the next period. Advantage: history, experience and future expectations are included in the development of the budget. Disadvantage: Managers typically use past period’s figures as a base and increase them by a set percentage for the following budget cycle rather than taking the time to evaluate the realities of the current and future marketplace. Zero-based budgeting in contrast, begins each new budgeting cycle from a zero base, or ground up, as though the budget were being prepared for the first time. Each budget cycle starts with a critical review of every assumption and proposed expenditure. Disadvantage: time consuming effort and planning might overwhelm action
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The use of Variances Each variance we compute is the difference between an amount based on an actual result and the corresponding budgeted amount. The budgeted amount is a point of reference for making comparisons. Variances are when the planning and control functions come together to assist managers in implementing their strategies. The variances will • Guide managers to seek explanations and to take early corrective action, ensuring that future operations result in improved efficiency • Be used in performance evaluation and to motivate managers • Sometimes suggest a change in strategy, for example, excessive defect rates for a new product may suggest a flawed product design



Static budget - An illustration The following are the budgeted and actual income statement for Baxter Ltd for the month of May: Output



Static Budget



Actual



(Production & Sales)



1000 units



900 units



Sales revenue



$100,000



$92,000



Raw materials



(40,000) (40,000 meters)



(36,900) (37,000 meters)



Labor



(20,000) (2,500 hrs)



(17,500) (2,150 hrs)



Fixed overheads



(20,000)



(20,700)



Operating profit



20,000



16,900



Clearly the budgeted profit was not achieved, the management must discover where things went wrong and try to ensure that these mistakes are not repeated in later months.
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Flexible Budgets To overcome the problems of static budgets (as not all items had negative variances), we could “flex” the budget to what it would have been had the planned level of output been 900 units instead of 1000 units. Flexing the budget means revising it, assuming a different volume of output. To flex a budget, we also need to know which are fixed costs and variable costs. The flexed budget is a scaled down version of the original budget (with the variable cost components changing and the fixed cost components remaining the same). Flexible budgets enable us to make a more valid comparison between budgets and actual.



Flexible budget - An illustration Output



Budget



FLEXED Budget



Actual



(Production & Sales)



1000 units



900 units



900 units



Sales revenue (VC)



$100,000



$90,000



$92,000



Raw materials (VC)



(40,000) (40,000 meters) (Rate: $1 per meter)



(36,000) (36,000 meters)



(36,900) (37,000 meters)



Labor (VC)



(20,000) (2,500 hrs) (18,000) (2,250 hrs) (17,500) (2,150 hrs) (Rate: $8 per hr)



Fixed overheads (FC)



(20,000)



(20,000)



(20,700)



Operating profit



20,000



16,000



16,900
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Sales volume variance Sales volume variance is the difference between the profit as shown in the original budget and the profit as shown in the flexed budget for the period. For Baxter in May, The loss of profit is $4,000 ($20,000 – 16,000) This can also be seen in the contribution margin, CM (original budget) = 100,000 – (40,000 +20,000)/ 1000 units = $40 Hence, a loss of 100 units of sales, therefore, $4000 of contributions and therefore, profit are forgone. Baxter’s sales volume variance is an unfavorable variance of $4,000 because taken alone, it has the effect of making the actual profit lower than which was budgeted.



Sales volume variance Impact on management control Who should be held accountable for this sales volume variance? It is likely the sales manager who should know precisely why there is a departure from the budget. But this is not to say that the sales manager is at fault. The reason for the problem could easily be that production was at fault in not having produced the budgeted quantities, and hence not sufficient items to sell. As such, it is usually the sales manager who would be the first person to know the reason for any sales volume variances.
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Sales price variance Sales price variance is the difference between the actual sales revenue figure for the period and the sales revenue figure as shown in the flexed budget. For Baxter in May, There is a favorable variance of $2,000 between the flexed budget and actual budget. This can only arise from higher prices being charged than were envisaged in the original budget, because sales volume has been held constant.



Materials variances Total direct material variance



Direct material usage variance



Direct material price variance



The difference between the actual direct material cost and the direct material cost according to the flexed budget (budgeted usage for the actual output)



The difference between the actual quantity of direct materials used and the quantity of direct material according to the flexed budget (budgeted usage for actual output). This quantity is multiplied by the budgeted direct material cost per unit



The difference between the actual cost of the direct material used and the direct material cost allowed (actual quantity of material used at the budgeted direct material cost)
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Relationship between the total, usage and price variances of direct materials



Total direct materials variance



Direct materials usage variance



Direct materials price variance



Total Direct Materials variance Total direct materials variance is the difference between the actual direct materials cost for the period and the direct materials cost as shown in the flexed budget. For Baxter in May, The total direct materials variance of $900 is unfavorable ($36,900 – 36,000). Impact on management control Who should be accountable for this adverse total direct materials variance? It depends – • If it arises from excess usage of the raw material, it is the production manager • If it arises because of higher than budgeted price a meter being paid, it is the procurement manager. Fortunately, we have the means available to go beyond this variance by looking at direct materials usage.
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Direct Materials usage variance Direct materials usage variance is the difference between the actual quantity of direct material used and the quantity of direct materials according to the flexed budget. For Baxter in May, The direct materials usage is an unfavorable variance of 1000 meters of raw material, which is equivalent to $1000 (37,000 – 36,000 meters = 1,000 meters x $1 = $1,000). Impact on management control This variance would be the responsibility of the production manager.



Direct Materials price variance Direct materials price variance is the difference between the actual cost of direct material used and the direct materials cost allowed (given the quantity used). For Baxter in May, The DM price variance is a favorable variance of $100. (The actual cost of direct materials used was $36,900 whereas the allowed cost of 37,000 meters was $37,000). Impact on management control This variance would be the responsibility of the procurement manager.
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Labour variances Total direct labour variance



The difference between the actual direct labour cost and the direct labour cost according to the flexed budget (budgeted direct labour hours for the actual output)



Direct labour efficiency variance



The difference between the actual direct labour hours worked and the number of direct labour hours according to the flexed budget (budgeted direct labour hours for the actual output). This figure is multiplied by the budgeted direct labour rate per hour



Direct labour rate variance



The difference between the actual cost of the direct labour hours worked and the direct labour cost allowed (actual direct labour hours worked at the budgeted labour rate)



Relationship between labor rate and labor efficiency variances of labor



Total labor variance



Labor rate variance



Labor efficiency variance
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Total Labor variances Direct labor variances are similar in form to those for raw materials. Total direct labor variance is the difference between the actual direct labor cost and the direct labor cost according to the flexed budget. For Baxter in May, The total direct labor variance for May was $500 which was favorable ($18,000 - $17,500). Impact on management control This information is particularly helpful, and needs to be analyzed further. • Labor rate is primarily the responsibility of the personnel manager • Number of hours taken to complete a particular quantity of output (Labor rate efficiency) is the responsibility of the production manager.



Direct Labor efficiency variance Direct labor efficiency variance compares the number of hours that would be allowed for the achieved level of production with the actual number of sales. It is the difference between the actual direct labor hours worked and the number of direct labor hours according to the flexed budget. For Baxter in May, Less hours were used and therefore, Direct labor efficiency variance was 2,250 – 2,150 hrs * $8 = $800 (favorable). (The budgeted hourly rate is $8 because the original budget shows 2,500 hours were budgeted to cost $20,000.)
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Direct Labor rate variance Direct labor rate variance compares the actual cost of the hours worked with the allowed cost. It is the difference between the actual cost of the direct labor hours worked with the direct labor cost allowed. For Baxter in May, For 2,150 hrs worked in May, the allowed cost would be $17,200 (ie 2,150 hrs * $8). So the direct labor variance of $300 is unfavorable ($17,500 – 17,200).



Fixed Overhead variance We have, in our Baxter illustration, assumed all overheads are fixed. In reality, overheads could be variable and thus variances for variable overheads are similar to labor and material variances. The fixed overhead variance is the difference between the flexed and original budget. For Baxter in May, The fixed overhead variance was $700 (unfavorable) ($20,700 – 20,000) because more overheads cost was actually incurred than was budgeted. Impact on management control In practice, overheads are notoriously difficult to control since they would include a number of items like rent, administrative costs, salaries of managerial staff etc. These should be individually budgeted and the actuals recorded. Only then would it enable individual spending variances to be identified for each element of overheads, which in turn will enable managers to identify any problem areas.
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Relationship between the budgeted and actual profit Budgeted profit plus



All favourable variances minus



All adverse variances equals



Actual profit



Summarizing the variances (Baxter) Variance



U/F



$



Source



Sales volume



U



-4,000



Original-Flexed



Sales price



F



+2,000



Actual-Flexed



Direct materials price



F



+100



Actual-Budgeted



Direct materials usage



U



-1,000



Actual-Flexed



Direct labor efficiency



F



+800



Actual-Flexed



Direct labor rate



U



-300



Actual-Budgeted



Fixed overhead spending



U



-700



Original-Flexed



TOTAL VARIANCE



-3,100
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Reconciling original budgeted profit with actual profit (Baxter) BUDGETED PROFIT



$20,000



Add: Favorable variances Sales price



2,000



Direct materials price



100



Direct labor efficiency



800



2,900



Add: Adverse variances Sales volume



4,000



Direct materials usage



1,000



Direct labor rate



300



Fixed overhead spending



700



ACTUAL PROFIT



(6,000) $16,900



Management uses of Variances Managers must not interpret variances in isolation of each other. The causes of variances in one part of the value chain can be the result of decisions made in another part of the value chain. For example, in Baxter, an unfavorable direct materials usage may be wastage used by the production department or poor quality raw materials purchased by the procurement department or poor design of products or processes When to investigate variances? Managers usually accept a range of possible acceptable variances. Frequently, managers investigate variances based on subjective judgments or rules of thumb (via industry/competitor/Head office’s benchmarking).
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Making budgetary control effective A serious attitude taken to the system by all levels of management Clear demarcation between areas of managerial responsibility Budget targets being reasonable Established data collection, analysis and dissemination routines Reports aimed at individual managers



Fairly short reporting periods Variance reports being produced shortly after the end of the reporting period Action being taken to get operations back under control



Behavioural aspects of budgetary control



The existence of budgets generally tends to improve performance



Demanding, yet achievable, budget targets tend to motivate better than less demanding targets



Unrealistically demanding targets tend to have the adverse effect on managers’ performance



The participation of managers in setting their targets tends to improve motivation and performance
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